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explore, Integrate, Evolve.



Receiving medicine from ourselves means that we must first be willing to wander
into the un-touched parts of our memories, experiences, and personal wounds.

There is great potential here for our ability to heal and reconcile with our shadows.
Integrating and honoring all parts within us, creating wholeness and balance.

  The pages here were developed to help you go deeper. To gain a greater
understanding of your worth, your responsibility to heal, and who you truly are.

An all powerful source of human potential. 



Week 1

Our Conditions

Reflect and write on...

Who was telling you what to become?
Who was telling you how to act? 

How were relationships forged with these individuals? 
What /who were your key influences as a child?

How have these experiences shaped your ego?
Can you identify some of your top ego characteristics? What are

they and how do they play a role in your self expression?

Can you identify some of your shadow self? The parts of you that
are hidden away or repressed. What are they, and can you hold
loving compassion for yourself as you confront some of them?

What is it that you truly desire out of life? Remember, our truest
desires are not superficial, but something we are willing to take

action for to create. 



Week 2

Inner Child reunion

Reflect and write on...

Notice if you have any wounded inner child characteristics, how
they are being expressed from you? 

What are some of your limited beliefs you gained throughout
childhood and young adult life? 

How have they held you back or kept you in a state of fear/ grief?

Re-write some of you limited beliefs to begin un-doing the
conditioning. 

Write a letter to younger you, your inner child. Reconcile with
them as you communicate openly that you are ready to support
her and listen to her. Let her know that she is safe, re-affirm her
that she is perfect, innocent, and deserving of all things good in

her life. Tell her how much love you have for her, and you are
making more space to connect with her and let her be seen.



Week 2

Inner Child reunion

List 3 action steps you can take this week to
connect with your inner child:

1.__________________________________________

___________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

___________________________________________

3._________________________________________

___________________________________________

ACTION STEPS THIS WEEK:



Week 3

Taking responsibly 

Was there common emotional themes?
How was conflict handled or resolved?
Is there blaming / resentment?
Why do you think this relationship came into your reality? 
What have you learned about yourself from these
relationships?

Reflect and write on...

Your most significant relationships that you have now or have
had in the past. These can be familial, friendships, or romantic

relationships. Answer the questions below about 3 separate
relationships in your life.

Taking responsibility for ourselves means that we are choosing
how to show up emotionally, energetically, and physically to our

environment. No one can ever make you feel / act / choose
something, with your your consent. 

Fill in the blanks to create a power statement.
Write 5 of  each:

No one can make me feel (emotion), without my consent.
EX. No one can make me feel worthless, without my consent. 

I am claiming responsibility to/for the time(s) when I (add any
action that you feel shame for), and I forgive myself.

EX. I am claiming responsibility for the time I screamed at my partner, and I
forgive myself.



Week 3

Taking responsibly 

ACTION STEPS THIS WEEK:
List 3 action steps you can take this week to clear

shame / guilt or find self forgiveness.

1.__________________________________________

___________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

___________________________________________

3._________________________________________

___________________________________________



Week 4

Values & Principles  

What do you truly care about in life? 
How do you want to be treated by others & yourself? 
What aids in your freedom, creativity, security, and your
ability to fully thrive in life? 
What represents your primary way of being?
What is essential to supporting your inner self?

Reflect and write on...

What were some of the VALUES handed down to you by family /
religion / school / or any external factors. Reflect on if these

values truly line up with who are are as an individual.

Identify guiding principles. Remember, principles are grounded
in right VS. wrong  /  morality. 

They are absolute and standards which we set for ourselves.
(Typically our principles as a collective are almost similar)

EX: My principles include not affiliating with anyone / anything that causes
un-necessary harm or violence onto another. I will not participate in
anything that takes away the rights of another or suppresses another.

What are YOUR core values? 
Take time to reflect on this, and discover at least 3-5 core values

that you resonate with.

Use these questions to help you find them: 

Instead of using a word list, allow your values to come to you, let
them be revealed by your inner knowing.

Mine for words that evoke and trigger emotional responses that
are meaningful and memorable. 

Honor your strengths.



Week 4

Values & Principles  

ACTION STEPS THIS WEEK:
Explore the ROOT definition of your 3-5 core

values. Understand what they truly mean.

How will you EMBODY your core values & live in a
place of authenticity? 

1.__________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

3._________________________________________

4._________________________________________

5._________________________________________



Week 5

Conscious Communication & 
Boundaries 

Are you a reactive or retracted communicator?
Where do you believe your conditioned form of
communication came from? 
Who influenced you the most on how to communicate with
yourself & others? 
What is your go-to negative self talk language? 
Where do you get to create balance in your communication
skills? How can you be a more conscious communicator &
how will it change the way you approach internal / external
conversation?

Reflect and write on...

Acknowledge some boundaries that you can begin implementing
in your lifestyle / relationships

Start with  YOU & YOU, then start with others.

EX: I'm going to set a boundary that instead of looking at my phone first
thing in the morning, I'll stretch, go outside, drink tea, read a book, or do

something grounding for the first hour.

EX: I'm going to set a boundary with  my friends and let them know when
we go out to dinner, I don't appreciate them pressuring me to drink alcohol

because I prefer not to. 

Maybe incorporating some bigger boundaries into your life:
 

EX: A boundary I can honor for myself is investing in more healthy foods to
give myself instead of eating junk food. 

EX: A boundary I can set with my partner is asking them to listen and hold
space for me instead of always trying to give me solutions.



Week 5

Conscious Communication & 
Boundaries 

ACTION STEPS THIS WEEK:
PRACTICE A CLEARING:

Vocally or personally/energetically. 
I encourage you to do one in communication with another

person.
EX: Hi *Chelsea*, do you have a moment to have a clearing conversation?

My experience of you has been causing me some anger and frustration. I felt
disrespected when you playfully called me "dumb" at my house the other

day. I want you to know that I value our friendship and care about you, but I
don't appreciate being spoken to that way.

**Allow yourself  to feel release, and let their response show you their
maturity.**

INTERRUPT YOUR LANGUAGE PATTERNS:

Recognize when your internal voice becomes judgemental or
abrasive towards you. In those moments ask yourself

 "What's the truth"
And give way for your higher self to respond with something

intentional and loving. 
Write it down, if that helps. 

EX: "I hate the way my body looks"
WHY?

"Because I'm comparing myself to others around me."
WHATS THE TRUTH? 

"My body is unique to myself. It's always working to keep me alive and I
appreciate myself as I am. My body is perfect already. I am healthy."



Week 6

Intuition & Union 

Reflect and write on...

Times you have second guessed yourself (intuition) and ended
up being right about that situation / person / experience

What were the feelings in your body presented at that time? 

Notice the differing feelings between FEAR and INTUITION-

Fear might feel like: Anxiety, confusion, anger, going back & forth
mentally. What are your key signals that fear is present and

trying to sabotage? 

Intuition might feel like: Presence, gut feeling, serious, effortless
knowing, security, safety, ease. What are key signals that

intuition is guiding you? 
________

ACTION STEPS FOR BRIDGING INTUITION INTO
YOUR LIFE:

Clean your house (body) of chemicals, toxic personal hygiene
products, low vibrational foods & drinks.

Supplement vitamins, essential oils, herbs, & detox! 
**Do your own research** and find alternatives to pain

medication & prescription drugs. HEAL the issue instead of
band-aid it.

Get it nature! Practice meditation, yoga, Thai Chi, martial arts,
any mindful movement. Take regular breaks from your TV,

Phone, and Computer. Embrace creativity. Allow yourself to be
in silence and listen to your divine internal guide.



This path is not the simplest. In being courageous enough to look into our wounds, our
emotional backpacks, and into the core of our being is a forever practice. There is never

an end goal as long as we live  in these bodies. Your effort in showing up for yourself and
taking steps to heal yours & the collective shadow is a purpose within itself. Never stop

walking down your path towards freedom, and always remember who you are. 

All love to you
Anjali

THANK YOU 


